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 Okay, I never read the book by Herman Melville, Okay, I never read the book by Herman Melville,
only seeing the movie with Gregory Peck, but theonly seeing the movie with Gregory Peck, but the
author is mentioned in this account quite a fewauthor is mentioned in this account quite a few
times. I will not say much about the contents as Itimes. I will not say much about the contents as I
don&apos;t want to spoil it, but this gives what todon&apos;t want to spoil it, but this gives what to
me is an in-depth look at what it means to be theme is an in-depth look at what it means to be the
survivor of a shipwreck in the olden days. There is asurvivor of a shipwreck in the olden days. There is a
wonderful overlook at Nantucket Island and howwonderful overlook at Nantucket Island and how
island life is lived. It introduces readers to theisland life is lived. It introduces readers to the
captain, first mate and crew, and how they work withcaptain, first mate and crew, and how they work with
each other. You get quite a lot on the voyages of theeach other. You get quite a lot on the voyages of the
Essex well before the attack so you get a feel for theEssex well before the attack so you get a feel for the
difficulties between captain and inexperienced crew.difficulties between captain and inexperienced crew.
You learn where things are storedYou learn where things are stored
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NIV, The Woman's Study Bible, ImitationNIV, The Woman's Study Bible, Imitation
Leather, Turquoise (Signature)Leather, Turquoise (Signature)

 The Woman’s Study Bible is a priceless treasure, The Woman’s Study Bible is a priceless treasure,
poignantly revealing the Word of God to a woman’spoignantly revealing the Word of God to a woman’s
heart. With special notes and features appealing toheart. With special notes and features appealing to
women's interests, highlighting women throughoutwomen's interests, highlighting women throughout
Scripture, and capturing the unique ways ChristScripture, and capturing the unique ways Christ
cared for women, this Bible truly speakcared for women, this Bible truly speak

Finding Jobs With a Psychology Bachelor'sFinding Jobs With a Psychology Bachelor's
Degree: Expert Advice for Launching YourDegree: Expert Advice for Launching Your
CareerCareer

 Psychology is one of the most popular college Psychology is one of the most popular college
majors and can lead to a satisfying career in manymajors and can lead to a satisfying career in many
different fields. If graduate school is not in yourdifferent fields. If graduate school is not in your
plans, this book is for you. It will show you how toplans, this book is for you. It will show you how to
leverage your bachelor's degree to find a careerleverage your bachelor's degree to find a career
with intellectual, emotional, and perhaps even fwith intellectual, emotional, and perhaps even f

Criminal Justice Today: An Introductory Text forCriminal Justice Today: An Introductory Text for
the 21st Century (11th Edition)the 21st Century (11th Edition)

 The BEST-SELLING introduction to criminal justice The BEST-SELLING introduction to criminal justice
text of all time, Criminal Justice Today 11/e ,text of all time, Criminal Justice Today 11/e ,
continues to lead the way as the standard of thecontinues to lead the way as the standard of the
most current and popular text in the market.  Nowmost current and popular text in the market.  Now
fully equipped with a new media option, Criminalfully equipped with a new media option, Criminal
Justice Interactive, your students have the oppJustice Interactive, your students have the opp

Hanuman's Tale: The Messages of a DivineHanuman's Tale: The Messages of a Divine
MonkeyMonkey

 Hanuman, the devoted monkey helper of Rama Hanuman, the devoted monkey helper of Rama
and Sita, has long been recognized as a popularand Sita, has long been recognized as a popular
character in India's ancient Ramayana epic. Butcharacter in India's ancient Ramayana epic. But
more recently he has also become one of the mostmore recently he has also become one of the most
beloved and worshiped gods in the Hindu pantheonbeloved and worshiped gods in the Hindu pantheon
- enshrined in majestic new temples, but equally- enshrined in majestic new temples, but equally
present in ppresent in p
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Review 1:Review 1:
Moby Dick is known as a masterpiece of fiction. Here, ?In the Heart of the Sea?, NatanielMoby Dick is known as a masterpiece of fiction. Here, ?In the Heart of the Sea?, Nataniel
Philbrick does his best to recreate those horrible circumstances and terrible choices thatPhilbrick does his best to recreate those horrible circumstances and terrible choices that
plagued the doomed whaleship Essex. He does quite well in digging through the letters of thoseplagued the doomed whaleship Essex. He does quite well in digging through the letters of those
few who survived this terrible ordeal. Philbrick, as a resident of Nantucket, certainly knows thefew who survived this terrible ordeal. Philbrick, as a resident of Nantucket, certainly knows the
Island and its history. He shows us what an economic powerhouse that place once was. He alsoIsland and its history. He shows us what an economic powerhouse that place once was. He also
details the ghastly methods used in killing the whales ? and then gutting them- wasting most ofdetails the ghastly methods used in killing the whales ? and then gutting them- wasting most of
the harvest- yet gleaning the ever so valuable oil. Philbrick reminds us that these whales werethe harvest- yet gleaning the ever so valuable oil. Philbrick reminds us that these whales were
the oil industry, until Captain Drake showed how affordable capturing oil from the ground couldthe oil industry, until Captain Drake showed how affordable capturing oil from the ground could
be. Of course Drake died penniless. It seems that the oil industry- in its many forms, has alwaysbe. Of course Drake died penniless. It seems that the oil industry- in its many forms, has always
been cursed, as it even is today. For the crew of the whaleship Essex, it certainly was. This is abeen cursed, as it even is today. For the crew of the whaleship Essex, it certainly was. This is a
highly readable book that I certainly recommend.highly readable book that I certainly recommend.
You would, however, do well to avoid following this book by watching Ron Howard?s 2015 film.You would, however, do well to avoid following this book by watching Ron Howard?s 2015 film.
?In the Heart of the Sea?. The screenwriters of the film massacre the story, and Howard?s dime-?In the Heart of the Sea?. The screenwriters of the film massacre the story, and Howard?s dime-
store, 1990?s CGI special effects are cringe worthy. I believe it to be possibly Ron Howard?sstore, 1990?s CGI special effects are cringe worthy. I believe it to be possibly Ron Howard?s
worst film ever.worst film ever.

 Review 2: Review 2:
Great nautical read and historical account of Mocha Dick aka Moby DickGreat nautical read and historical account of Mocha Dick aka Moby Dick

 Review 3: Review 3:
Loved the story.Loved the story.

 Review 4: Review 4:
Nathaniel Philbrick is easy to read. A great American story.Nathaniel Philbrick is easy to read. A great American story.

 Review 5: Review 5:
Great book!Great book!
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